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Abstract. We have obtained near-infrared spectra of two images of the galaxy at z=2.72 which is
gravitationally lensed by the foreground cluster MS1512+36. The brighter arc, cB58, is an image
of only the nucleus and the southern half of the background galaxy, while the fainter image, A2,
encompasses the entire background galaxy. Thus the gravitational lensing provides spatial resolution
on a smaller scale than is routinely available by other methods.

Our observations indicate no evidence for any systematic rotational velocity gradient across the
face of this galaxy. The nucleus and outer regions of the galaxy do not differ in their gas reddening
or excitation level, based on the identical Hα /5007 ratios. cB58 (which is more dominated by the
nucleus) has relatively stronger continuum emission, perhaps because of a higher ratio of old to
young stars, compared to the outer parts of the galaxy.

A second emission line source, denoted as K1, at a slightly lower redshift was serendipitously
detected in the slit. It appears to be the gravitationally lensed image of another background galaxy
in the same group as cB58.

A SECOND IMAGE OF THE BRIGHTEST KNOWN LBG

Most of the detailed spectral information onz� 2 galaxies has come from observation
of the rest-frame ultraviolet redshifted into the optical passband. The Lyman Break
Galaxies (LBGs; [1]) are strongly starbursting galaxies, and in principle may be the
tracers of the global star formation history of the universe, if the effects of dust extinction
on the UV continuum can be quantified. However, the average attenuation from dust in
these galaxies is uncertain to almost an order of magnitude ([2], [3]): ([4]) suggest a
factor of >6, while [5] argue no correction is needed.

The need for measurements in the optical rest frame is clear, but even with the advent
of IR spectrographs on large telescopes, only about two dozenz� 2 starbursts have been
spectroscopically observed in the rest frame optical (e.g. [2], [6], [7]).

The z=2.72 galaxy MS1512-cB58 ([8]) is the apparently brightest Lyman Break
Galaxy known, due to lensing magnification (of 50X) by a foreground galaxy cluster
at z=0.37. Lensing reconstruction ([9]) shows that cB58 is a magnification of only half
of the source galaxy, and parts of the nucleus are not included. The brightest counter arc
to cB58, “A2”, is a magnification of a the entire source. Thus spectroscopy of the two
arcs provides measurement of different spatial regions in the source galaxy. This kind
of high spatial resolution is not routinely available to intrinsically faint, unlensed, LBGs
even with AO.
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FIGURE 1. The two dimensional, rectified, atmospheric absorption corrected spectrum of A2 and other
objects in the slit. The strong line in the A2 spectrum is redshifted [OIII]5007. The object labeled K1 was
not previously known. Note that the apparent bump at a similar wavelength in the continuum of the cD
galaxy is not an emission line, but merely a local maximum in the atmospheric transmission which, unlike
the new redshifted 5007 line, goes away when divided by an A star spectrum.

Keck-II Infrared Spectroscopy. On 4 April 2002, we used NIRSPEC ([10]) to obtain a
spectrum of A2, in the H and K bands (1.5-2.5µm), with R� 1500 (FWHM� 4 pixels =
16 Angstroms). In 20 and 30 minutes of observation in H and K respectively, we clearly
detect the OIII doublet (see figures 1 and 2) and Hα . However, Hβ falls partially on a
night sky line.

COMPARISON OF THE CB-58 ARC AND ITS COUNTER-ARC A2

Redshift: The redshift calculated from the emission lines in cB58 is 2�7290�0�0007,
in contrast to thezabs � 2�7233� 0014 reported from the rest-frame UV interstellar
absorption lines ([8]). This systematic shift is typical LBGs ([2],[5]). The velocity of A2
is almost identical (within the noise of the A2 spectrum,∆V � 100 km/sec.) indicating
a narrow range of radial velocities across the entire object.
Line Widths: Emission lines allow us to measure the velocity dispersion. Using the
lensing reconstruction, we obtain a virial massMvir � 1�0�1010M

�
for cB58, in good

agreement with the masses of LBGs atz� 3 ([5]). None of the emission lines in A2 are
resolved in velocity (due to the use of a wider slit), consistent with the small FWHM
measured for cB58 (∆v� 175 km/sec)
Extinction and Chemical Abundance: In cB58 we measure Hα:Hβ=3�23 implying
E(B-V)� 0�27 using the [11] reddening law (and very little change using the LMC law).
Its derived one-third solar metallicity is consistent with theZ�Z� � 0�25 found by [12]
and 0.4 by [13]. Since the [OIII]5007/Hα ratio in both cb58 and A2 is the same (0.85 for
cB58 and 0.89 +/- 0.06 for A2), there is no evidence for any large-scale spatial variation
of extinction or metallicity across this galaxy.
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FIGURE 2. left: The H-band spectrum of the main arc, cB58. The 1σ error bars are plotted underneath,
showing the sharp increase longward of 1.8µm, where the atmospheric transmission cuts off. right: The
extracted H-band spectrum of the counter-arc image A2.

Star Formation Rate: The most dramatic difference between our spectra of the cB58
arc and the A2 image is that the latter, which includes more of nucleus of the lensed
galaxy, shows twice as large equivalent widths of Hα and OIII. The local star formation
is proceeding at different rates in different parts of this object.

SERENDIPITOUS DISCOVERY OF A NEW ARCLET AT Z=2.69

In addition to A2, we serendipitously detected a new emission line source in the field.
Figure 3 shows the location of the NIRSPEC slit we used to measure the A2 candidate,
superposed on the F555W HST image of the field. On the other side of the cD galaxy,
which we used for the alignment and setup of the slit, we found another high-z line-
emitting galaxy; this object, “K1”, was independently confirmed by the detection of
both Hα and OIII5007 in nodded pairs of spectra. The two dimensional spectrum shows
the clearly detected 5007 line in the counter arc (A2) and K1. [OIII]4959 is detected,
but Hβ falls on an OH line and is not convincingly detected above the noise in this short
(20 minutes) integration.

Comparison of K1 to cB58/A2

K1 is blue-shifted from cB58 and A2 by� 150 km/sec. The Hα /[OIII] ratio is much
lower in K1, 0�25� 0�05, which could be explained by some combination of lower
reddening and/or lower metal abundance. K1 is likely to be a lensed image of a different
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FIGURE 3. The NIRSPEC slit, superposed on the F555W WPFC2 image of the field. The image is
trimmed to 32"x32". North is down.

galaxy in the same group, rather than another counter image of cB58.
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